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44 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 2 • Week 3

Spelling: Infl ectional Endings

1. renew + ing =  

2. deserve + ed = 

3. skim + ed = 

4. forbid + ing = 

5. amuse + ing = 

6. qualify + ed = 

7. fascinate + ed = 

8. refer + ed = 

9. drip + ing = 

10. apply + ed = 

11. regret + ed = 

12. complicate + ed = 

13. accept + ed = 

14. rely + ed = 

15. threaten + ing = 

B. Write these spelling words on the lines in reverse alphabetical order. 
Alphabetize them to the second letter. injured, easing, gnarled, jogging, envied

16.  

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

jogging  amusing referred relied  threatening
dripping easing injured renewing gnarled
skimmed regretted deserved complicated envied
accepted forbidding applied qualifi ed fascinated

A. Add the ending to each word to form a spelling word. Write the spelling 
word on the line.
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Spelling: Infl ectional Endings

jogging  amusing referred relied  threatening
dripping easing injured renewing gnarled
skimmed regretted deserved complicated envied
accepted forbidding applied qualifi ed fascinated

Write the spelling words that contain the matching spelling patterns. 

add -ed without a spelling change

 1. 

 2. 

add -ing without a spelling change

 3. 

 4. 

 drop final e and add -ed

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

double final consonant and add -ed

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

change y to i and add -ed

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

drop final e and add -ing

 16. 

 17. 

double final consonant and add -ing

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 
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Spelling: Infl ectional Endings

jogging  amusing referred relied  threatening
dripping easing injured renewing gnarled
skimmed regretted deserved complicated envied
accepted forbidding applied qualifi ed fascinated

A. Write the spelling word that has the same, or almost the same, meaning.

 1. entertaining 

 2. twisted 

 3. scanned 

 4.  disallowing 

 5. amazed 

 6. dribbling 

 7. sliding 

 8. depended 

 9. suitable 

 10. hostile 

B. Write the spelling word that best completes each sentence.

 11. The boy was  when he fell off his bike.

 12. Rick stays in shape by  every day.

 13. The confusing game has  rules.

 14. I  lending my jacket to a careless friend.

 15. Kendra fi lled out several forms when she  for a job.

 16. I  her talent for learning new languages.

 17. He thanked his supporters when he  the award.

 18. Amy is now  all her library books online.

 19. He worked hard and  the raise.

 20. Marta  to an encyclopedia for information.
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